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IMPORTANCE OF ....  

The Gemara (Sotah 8a) states that the process to purify a Metzora 
may not be administered to two Metzoras at the same time, as to 
do so gives the impression that one wishes to save time and 
effort, and considers fulfillment of mitzvos to be a burden, The 
same rule: ,ukhcj ,ukhcj ,uumn ihaug iht is applied to giving two 
suspected Sotahs the bitter water, piercing the ear of two servants, 
and processing two calves as an Eglah Arufah. The Gemara 
makes a distinction between where 1 Kohen is involved versus 2 
Kohanim. According to Rashi and Tosafos, one Kohen may not 
manage the process of 2 Sotahs or 2 Metzoras etc… himself. 
However, nothing prevents 2 Kohanim from each administering 
their “own” at the same time. The Magen Avrohom (j”ut 147:11) 
asks why the Rambam (,grm 11:6) didn’t mention this distinction 
when codifying the Halacha of ,ukhcj ,ukhcj ,uumn ihaug iht, and 
concludes that the Rambam disagreed with Rashi’s interpretation. 
According to the Rambam, one Kohen may process 2 Sotahs or 
Metzoras, because he would have to be doing them one after the 
other, whereas 2 Kohanim may not each do one at the same time, 
since that would constitute doing them together, which is the 
plain understanding of ‘ufu sjtf ,uyux ‘c ihean iht. Apparently, 
Rashi and Tosafos focus on the arrangement – bringing 2 Sotahs 
or 2 Metzoras to the Kohen for processing, whereas the Rambam 
is concerned only with a simultaneous process. The Ksav Sofer 
(j”ut 139) examined the question of someone who gave food to a 
poor man on Purim. Could he be tmuh both Mishloach Manos and 
Matanos LoEvyonim thereby or would this be ,ukhcj ,uumn ? He 
notes a Machlokes between the Rambam and Tosafos regarding 
the application of ,ukhcj ,uumn where one mitzvah is Scriptural 
and the other Rabbinic. The Rambam does not apply it, and 
Tosafos does. However, where both are Rabbinic, both would 
agree that it does not apply, allowing Mishloach Manos to fulfill 
Matanos LoEvyonim as well.   

QUESTION OF THE WEEK:  
What Halacha is different for a left-handed person that has 
nothing to do with the hands, arms or eligibility for Kehunah ?  

ANSWER TO LAST WEEK:  
(When should one perform a mitzvah without a brocho ? )  
One certainly performs a mitzvah D’Rabanan without a brocho 
where there is some doubt as to the obligation. Even a mitzvah 
D’Oraysa should be performed without a brocho where he 
performed it once without Kavanah, and must now do it again. 
See MB (60:10) on what constitutes “without Kavanah”.  

DIN'S CORNER:  
A Jew may give a non-Jew employee money on Pesach and 
instruct him to buy himself food, knowing that he will buy 
Chometz. One may even instruct him to go eat a gentile’s food, 
and the Jew will pay for it, or to tell a gentile to provide his 
employee with food, which he will pay for. However, he may not 
offer the money to pay for that food beforehand.  (Kitzur 117:11)  

DID YOU KNOW THAT ....   

The Gemara (Zevachim 33a) states that the rule which requires 
the owner of a Korban to lean on the animal just before its 
slaughter has one exception – the Korban Asham of a Metzora. 
Since the Metzora was not permitted to enter the Shechitah area 
of the Beis HaMikdash, the animal had to be brought to him at the 
gate for leaning, and then taken away to its proper Shechitah spot. 
The Gemara asks why a small door could not have been built 
near the Shechitah spot, through which the Metzora could reach 
in and lean just before Shechitah, The Gemara answers that the 
structural layout of the Beis HaMikdash was exact, allowing for 
no additions. However, if the Torah required vyhja vfhnxk ;eh,, 
should not such a requirement have overridden the prohibition 
against a Metzora’s entry ? The Gemara answers that a Metzora’s 
leaning is only Rabbinic, and even if it were Scriptural, Chazal 
felt that the threat of Kareis if he took even 1 extra step sufficed 
to keep him out entirely. Tosafos points out that accommodating 
Chazal’s concern was not enough to warrant an addition to the 
Mikdash. On the other hand, Igros Moshe (j”ut 1:39) notes that 
the Gemara (Succah 51b) was satisfied that the balcony built onto 
the wall of the Ezras Nashim every year for the Simchas Beis 
HaShoeva was based on a Posuk, describing a future Hesped, 
which would be attended by men, and separately by their wives. 
As such, the need for separation between men and women was 
deemed Scriptural, authorizing the balcony’s addition. Igros 
Moshe concludes that separation is required in all instances where 
gathering is required, such as in a Shul, and may be effected 
(optimally) by such an upper balcony, or, if on the same level, by 
a Mechitzah of no less than 3 Amos (approx. 5-6 ft). Though men 
and women can usually see the tops of each other’s heads over a 
Mechitzah of such height when they stand, the Mechitzah is still 
efficient enough to prevent the atr ,uke sought to be avoided.  

A Lesson Can Be Learned From:  
A wealthy man who supported many Torah institutions asked R’ Chaim 
Kanievski SHLITA to explain the meaning of the Mishna (Avos 6:10) 
which states that when someone is Niftar, all his gold, silver and 
precious stones do not accompany him, but rather only his Torah and 
good deeds. The philanthropist could not imagine how someone might 
think that the wealth he amassed would indeed accompany him before 
the Heavenly Beis Din. R’ Chaim replied that the Chasam Sofer 
answered this, and that the gold and silver referred to the money that 
one had given to Tzedaka during his lifetime. Since one generally gives 
Tzedaka for personal reasons, such as to benefit from hbc ‘hjha khcac or 
rag,,a khcac rag, that Tzedaka is really a loan given kufhcf to 
Hashem, for which one seeks repayment. Such Tzedaka will not 
accompany a donor. The Gevir asked, but isn’t one who gives  Tzedaka 
hbc ‘hjha khcac called a Tzadik Gomur ? R’ Chaim replied that certainly 
one will receive S’char for all the Tzedaka he gives. The highest level – 
Tzedaka totally vnak is the only money that escorts one to Shomayim. 

P.S. Everyone is cordially invited to the Vort celebrating the engagement 
u”yac of Devorah Sternberg to Daniel Shragaei on Sunday, from 2 – 6 PM at 
our home. Sholosh Seudos sponsored by the Sternberg  family. 


